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Document DRTRK1
Definitions of Terms Relating To Track Work
The Deerfield and Roundabout Railway track work definitions are based primarily on those originally
published as part of the American Railway Engineering Association Portfolio of Track Drawings, circa
1940. A number of original A.R.E.A. definitions are not included and others have been modified in order
to provide for their practical application to the Deerfield and Roundabout Railway.
Definitions without a qualifier after the name indicate an original A.R.E.A. definition that is applicable to
the Deerfield and Roundabout Railway. A.R.E.A. definitions that have been modified for the Deerfield
and Roundabout Railway are indicated by (DRRY mod) after the name of the definition. Definitions
written specifically for the Deerfield and Roundabout Railway are indicated by (DRRY) after the name of
the definition. A.R.E.A. definitions that do not apply to the Deerfield and Roundabout Railway, but are
included for comparison purposes, are indicated by (AREA only) after the name of the definition.
A number of definitions are also included from other publications or sources and are indicated by the
name of the definition followed by the abbreviation of the name of the source in parenthesis.
(REMC) = Railway Engineering and Maintenance Cyclopedia, 1929;
(PRR) = The Pennsylvania Railroad Specifications for Standard Track, 1932 or Pennsylvania Railroad
Standard Plans;
(TTC) = The Track Cyclopedia, 1985;
(DRTT) = Dictionary of Railway Track Terms, 2003;
(RTBU) = Reported to be used in full scale practice or model scale practice.
GENERAL TERMS
ALINEMENT - The horizontal location of a railway track with reference to curves and tangents.
BALLAST (DRRY) - Selected material placed on the sub-grade or roadbed for the purpose of holding the
track in line and surface.
BRANCH LINE - The secondary line or lines of a railway.
BREATHING, TRACK (RTBU) - The outward and inward lateral displacement of track caused by the
expansion and contraction of the rails due to temperature variation. Evidenced by space between the ends
of ties and the ballast shoulder.
CLOSURE RAILS - The rails between the parts of any special trackwork layout, as the rails between the
switch and the frog in a turnout (sometimes called Lead Rails or Connecting Rails); also the rails
connecting the frogs of a crossing or of adjacent crossings, but not forming parts thereof.
COMPROMISE RAIL - A relatively short rail the two ends of which are of different sections,
corresponding with the sections of the rails which are to be joined; it provides a transition from one
section to a different rail section.
COMPROMISE JOINT, RAIL - A Joint for uniting the abutting ends of contiguous rails of different
sections, or of rails of the same section but which have different joint drillings.
CONNECTING TRACK - Two turnouts with the track between the frogs arranged to form a continuous
passage between one track and another intersecting or oblique track or another remote parallel track.
CROSS LEVEL (DRTT) - The vertical relation between the top of the two rails of a track.
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CROSSING, TRACK - A structure, used where one track crosses another at grade, and consisting of four
connected frogs.
CROSSOVER - Two turnouts with the track between the frogs arranged to form a continuous passage
between two nearby and generally parallel tracks.
CROSSOVER, DOUBLE - Two crossovers which intersect between the connected tracks.
CROSSOVER, SCISSORS - Same as Double Crossover.
CURVE, CIRCULAR or SIMPLE (DRRY mod) - A continuous change in direction of alinement by
means of an arc of a single radius.
CURVE, DEGREE OF (DRRY mod) - The angle subtended at the center of a simple curve by a 10 foot
chord.
CURVE, DEGREE OF (AREA only) - The angle subtended at the center of a simple curve by a 100 foot
chord.
CURVE, COMPOUND - A continuous change in direction of alinement by means of two or more
contiguous simple curves of different degrees having a common tangent at their junction points.
CURVE, EASEMENT - A curve whose degree varies either uniformly or in some definitely determined
manner so as to give a gradual transition between a tangent and a simple curve, which it connects, or
between two simple curves.
CURVE, REVERSE - Two contiguous simple curves in opposite directions, with a common tangent at
their junction point.
CURVE, VERTICAL - An easement curve in the track to connect intersecting grade lines.
DERAIL - A track structure for derailing rolling stock in case of an emergency. (See Switch Point
Derail.)
ELEVATION (DRTT) - 1. See Superelevation. 2. The height at a location along the top of a rail above
sea level, or actual track elevation above sea level.
FALSE FLANGE (DRTT) - The flange on the overhanging portion of a wheel tread; it is caused by wear
on the wheel tread in the area where the wheel and rail normally make contact.
FASTENINGS - Joint bars, bolts and spikes.
FASTENINGS, AUXILIARY - Spring washers, tie plates, rail braces and anti-creeping devices.
FIELD SIDE (DRTT) - 1. The side of a track bordering the right of way line, as opposed to the Six Foot.
2. The side of a rail that faces the outside, as opposed to the Gage Side.
FISH PLATE (TTC) - A short piece lapping a joint, secured to the side of two members, to connect them
end to end.
FISHING SPACE (TTC) - The space between the head and base of a rail occupied by the joint bar.
FLANGE HEIGHT (DRRY) - The vertical distance from the top of the flange to the base line of a new
wheel tread, or tread portion of a worn wheel, measured at right angle to the center line of the axle.
FLANGEWAY - The open way through a track structure which provides a passageway for wheel flanges.
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FLANGEWAY (REMC excerpt) - The space between the running rail and a guard rail which provides
clearance for the passage of wheel flanges.
FLANGEWAY DEPTH - The depth of the wheel flange passageway, or the vertical distance from the top
of the tread surface to the top of the filler or separator introduced between the tread portion and the guard
portion of a track structure.
FLANGEWAY WIDTH (DRRY mod) - The horizontal distance between the gage surface and the guard
surface of a track structure, which provides a passageway for wheel flanges.
FLANGEWAY WIDTH (AREA only) - The distance between the gage line and the guard line of a track
structure, which provides a passageway for wheel flanges.
FLARE (DRRY mod) - A tapered widening of the flangeway at the end of the guard surface of a track
structure, as at the end of a guard rail or at the end of a frog or crossing wing rail.
FLARE (AREA only) - A tapered widening of the flangeway at the end of the guard line of a track
structure, as at the end of a guard rail or at the end of a frog or crossing wing rail.
FROG - A track structure used at the intersection of two running rails to provide support for wheels and
passageways for their flanges, thus permitting wheels on either rail to cross the other.
FROG, SELF GUARDED - A frog provided with guides or flanges, above its running surface, which
contact the tread rims of wheels for the purpose of safely guiding their flanges past the point of the frog.
FROG NUMBER (DRRY mod) - One-half the cotangent of one-half the frog angle, or the number of
units of center line length in which the gage surface spread is one unit.
FROG POINT (DRRY mod) - That part of a frog lying between the gage surfaces extending from the heel
and toward the intersection of the gage surfaces.
FROG POINT, ACTUAL NEW (DRRY mod) - The location on the running surface of a new frog point
that is farthest from the heel. In order to produce a practical frog point the actual new frog point is not
continued to a sharp edge at the theoretical frog point, but instead terminates with a specified blunt edge
some distance before the theoretical frog point.
FROG POINT, THEORETICAL (DRRY mod) - The point of intersection of the gage surfaces of a frog.
GAGE, A TOOL - A device by which the gage of a track is established or measured.
GAGE SIDE (DRTT) - A reference to the area between the rails of a track, as opposed to the Field Side.
GAGE SURFACE (DRRY mod) - The generally vertical surface along the side of the head of a running
rail, or corresponding location of tread portion of other track structures, which is nearer the center of the
track. A radius or fillet contiguous to, either above or below, a gage surface shall not be considered part of
the surface.
GAGE LINE (AREA only) - A line 5/8 inch below the top of the center line of head of running rail or
corresponding location of tread portion of other track structures along that side which is nearer the center
of the track.
GAGE OF TRACK (DRRY mod) - The horizontal distance between the gage surfaces, measured at right
angle to the center line of track. Measurements shall include any evidence of lateral movement under
load.
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GAGE OF TRACK (AREA only) - The distance between the gage lines, measured at right angles thereto.
(The standard gage is 4 feet 8 1/2 inches.)
GAGING REFERENCE LINE (DRRY) - A generally vertical line which contacts either a gage surface or
guard surface and is perpendicular to a line across the running surfaces. The gaging reference line is used
when measuring horizontal distances between gage surfaces and guard surfaces. The horizontal
measurement between gaging reference lines shall be taken parallel to a line across the running surfaces
and at right angle to the center line of track.
Note: For unguarded track the elevation on the gage surface where the gaging reference line makes
contact is of no consequence. For guarded track the distance from a line across the running surfaces to the
point at which the gaging reference line makes contact with a gage surface or guard surface must not be
less than 50% of the height of a normal wheel flange (0.094 inches) and must not be more than 80% of
the height of a normal wheel flange (0.150 inches).
GAGING TOOL, TRACK GAGE (DRRY) - A device having vertical surfaces of specified distances
apart that are intended to contact the gage surface of rails, or corresponding location of other track
structures, and, when applied, the vertical surfaces are perpendicular to a line across the running surfaces
and at right angles to the center line of track. The device is generally used to establish the position of rails
in relation to one another before fastening into place.
GAGING TOOL, LIMIT GAGE (DRRY) - A device having vertical surfaces of specified distances apart
such that when one vertical surface of the limit gage is brought into contact with either a gage surface or
guard surface, an associated vertical surface of the limit gage will either contact or not contact an
associated gage surface or guard surface. Instructions for use of the limit gage specify whether contact or
no contact indicates either a satisfactory or unsatisfactory gage condition. The device is generally used to
determine if the dimensional relationship between rails and other track structures is correct. The device
may also incorporate horizontal surfaces that act in a similar manor.
GEOTEXTILE BARRIER (DRRY) - Fabric material placed between ballast and sub-grade layers to
prevent vegetation from growing in the track structure and maintain segregation between ballast and subgrade layers.
GUARD SURFACE (DRRY mod) - The generally vertical surface along that side of the flangeway which
is nearer the center of the track. A radius or fillet contiguous to, either above or below, a guard surface
shall not be considered part of the surface.
GUARD LINE (AREA only) - A line along that side of the flangeway which is nearer the center of the
track and at the same elevation as the gage line.
GUARD CHECK GAGE (DRRY mod) - The horizontal distance between guard surface and gage
surface, measured across the track at right angle to the center line of track. Measurements shall include
any evidence of lateral movement under load.
GUARD CHECK GAGE (AREA only) - The distance between guard line and gage line, measured across
the track at right angles to the gage lines.
GUARD FACE GAGE (DRRY mod) - The horizontal distance between guard surfaces, measured across
the track at right angle to the center line of track. Measurements shall include any evidence of lateral
movement under load.
GUARD FACE GAGE (AREA only) - The distance between guard lines, measured across the track at
right angles to gage lines. Measurements shall include any evidence of lateral movement under load.
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GUARD FLARE GAGE (DRRY) - The horizontal distance from the guard surface at the wider end of a
flare to the gage surface measured across the track at right angle to the center line of track. Measurements
shall include any evidence of lateral movement under load.
GUARD RAIL - A rail or other structure laid parallel with the running rails of a track to prevent wheels
from being derailed; or to hold wheels in correct alinement to prevent their flanges from striking the
points of turnout or crossing frogs or the points of switches.
A rail or other structure laid parallel with the running rails of a track to keep derailed wheels adjacent to
running rail.
GUARD RAIL (DRTT) - A track work component, frequently made from tee rail and placed next to a
running rail. A "working" guard rail guides rolling stock by maintaining contact with the backside of the
wheels. A "passive" or "non working" guard rail does not normally contact wheels (See Guardrail,
Emergency).
GUARD RAIL, EMERGENCY (DRRY) - A rail located approximately 1 2/3 wheel widths from the
running rail (usually between running rails) to keep derailed wheels on the track structure. Emergency
guard rails are found on bridges or other locations where derailed equipment could be extremely
endangered in a derailment.
GUARD RAIL, EMERGENCY (DRTT) - A rail located approximately nine inches from the running rail
(usually between running rails) to keep derailed wheels on the track structure. Emergency guard rails are
found on bridges or other locations where derailed equipment could be extremely endangered in a
derailment.
GUARD RAIL, LEVEL (DRTT) - Any working guard rail with its top level with the top of the running
rail.
GUARD RAIL, RAISED (DRTT) - Any working guard rail with its top higher than the top of the running
rail.
GUARD RAIL, WORKING (DRTT) - Any rail other than a running rail that contacts the back of wheel
flanges to steer wheels sets through a portion of track.
HEAD BLOCK (DRTT) - The switch timber which supports the switch stand. Modern switch stands
require two head blocks.
HEEL BLOCK (DRTT modified) - A metallic filler placed between the stock rail and the heel of the
switch rail, or the end of the closure rail, or both. Heel blocks are held in place with long bolts that extend
from the stock rail, through the block, and through the switch rail or closure rail, or both. The purpose of
the heel block is to maintain the proper heel spread distance.
HEEL BLOCK, TIMBER (DRRY) - The name given the switch timber located under the heels of the
switch rails upon which the stock rails and closure rails are fastened to maintain the proper heel spread
distance when a heel block filler is not used.
HEEL OF SWITCH - That end of a switch rail which is farther from its point, and nearer the frog.
HEEL SPREAD (DRRY mod) - The distance, at the heel, between the gage surface of a switch rail and
the gage surface of its stock rail. Measurements shall include any evidence of lateral movement under
load.
INSULATION - A device or material that prevents the flow of electric current in a track circuit from one
rail to another or through switches and other track structures.
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JOINT BAR - A steel member, embodying beam strength and stiffness in its structural shape and
material; commonly used in pairs for the purpose of joining rail ends together, and holding them
accurately, evenly and firmly in position with reference to surface and gage side alinement.
JOINT DRILLING - Same as Splice Drilling.
JOINT, RAIL - A fastening designed to unite the abutting ends of contiguous rails. (Also see Joint Bar.)
JOINT, INSULATED - A rail joint designed to arrest the flow of electric current from rail to rail by
means of insulations so placed as to separate the rail ends and other metal parts connecting them.
LEVEL - The condition of track in which the elevation of the two rails transversely is the same.
LEVEL, ZERO CROSS (DRRY) - Unless specified otherwise same as Level.
LINE - The condition of the track in regard to uniformity in direction over short distances on tangents, or
uniformity in variation in direction over short distances on curves.
LINING TRACK - Shifting the track laterally to conform to the established alinement.
MAIN LINE - The principle line or lines of a railway.
NIP (DRTT) - To hold a tie up to the rail while spiking. With manual spiking, a lining bar or claw bar is
generally used to pry the tie up. Modern spiking machines nip ties mechanically.
OUT OF FACE - Work that proceeds completely and continuously over a given piece of track, as
distinguished from work at disconnected points only.
POINT OF SWITCH, ACTUAL (DRRY mod) - That end of a switch rail which is farther from the frog.
POINT OF SWITCH, THEORETICAL or VERTEX (DRRY mod) - The point where the gage surface of
the switch rail, if produced, would intersect the gage surface of the stock rail.
RAIL (DRRY mod) - A metal bar shape designed to be laid end to end in two parallel lines on cross-ties,
or other suitable supports, to form a track for railway rolling stock.
RAIL (AREA only) - A steel bar (usually a rolled shape) designed to be laid end to end in two parallel
lines on cross-ties, or other suitable supports, to form a track for railway rolling stock.
RAIL, RUNNING (DRRY) - A rail on which the treads of wheels bear.
RIGHT ANGLE TO THE CENTER LINE OF TRACK (DRRY) - For tangent track the description is
exactly correct. For curved track the description shall be taken to mean parallel to a radius line.
ROD, HEAD (DRTT modified) - The switch rod nearest the point of the switch rail. The head rod is also
called the No. 1 rod.
ROD, OPERATING (DRTT modified) - The rod connecting the head rod to the switch stand mechanism.
ROD, SWITCH (DRTT modified) - General term describing the one or more rods that are connected
between the switch rails, and which maintain the specified distance between the switch rails.
SIX FOOT (DRTT) - A term describing the space between two tracks, i.e. the space between the ends of
ties of double track.
SLIP CROSSING, SINGLE (PRR) - Same as Slip Switch, Single.
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SLIP CROSSING, DOUBLE (PRR) - Same as Slip Switch, Double.
SLIP SWITCH, SINGLE - A combination of a crossing with one right hand and one left hand switch and
curve between them within the limits of the crossing and connecting the two intersecting tracks without
the use of separate turnout frogs.
SLIP SWITCH, DOUBLE - A combination of a crossing with two right hand and two left hand switches
and the curved rails between them within the limits of the crossing, and connecting the two intersecting
tracks on both sides of the crossing without the use of separate turnout frogs.
SPECIAL TRACKWORK - All rails, track structures and fittings, other than plain unguarded track that is
neither curved nor fabricated before laying.
SPIKE (DRTT) - 1. A nail-like or screw-like device that fastens a rail, tie plate, switch stand or other
object to a tie. (noun). 2. To install a spike. (verb).
SPIKE, CUT (DRTT) - A spike consisting of steel nail-like device. The cut spike has a square shank and
a chisel end with the point perpendicular to the wood fibers, thereby reducing splitting of the tie during
driving of the spike. The head of the spike hooks over the rail base. In North America, the cut spike is the
most common type of spike used.
SPIKE, SCREW (DRTT) - A spike with a round shank and threads.
SPIRAL - A form of easement curve in which the change of degree of curve is uniform throughout its
length.
SPLICE BAR - Same as Joint Bar.
SPLICE DRILLING - The spacing of holes in the ends of rails or other track structures to receive the
bolts for the fastening of joint bars.
SPUR - A line of railway, diverging from a main or branch line, over which no regular train service is
maintained.
STOCK RAIL - The running rail against which the switch rail operates.
STOCK RAIL BEND (DRRY mod) - The bend or set which must be given the stock rail at the vertex of a
switch to allow it to follow the gage surface of the turnout.
SUB-GRADE (DRRY) - Natural or improved ground surface on which the track structure is constructed.
SURFACE, TRACK - The condition of the track as to vertical evenness or smoothness.
SURFACE, RUNNING or TREAD - The top part of track structures on which the treads of wheels bear.
SURFACING (DRTT) - The process of restoring the track back to a desired profile by lifting and
tamping.
SURFACING LIFT (DRTT) - When surfacing track out of face, the amount the track is continuously
raised to restore the profile and ballast section. A surfacing lift with minimal raise is called a "Skin Lift."
SURFACING, OUT OF FACE (DRTT) - The process of surfacing to remove deviations in surface and
restore the ballast section by lifting and tamping the track over a long distance.
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SURFACING, SPOT (DRTT) - The process of surfacing to remove deviations in surface by adding little
or no ballast. This process lifts and tamps the track at low spots only to achieve a desired profile vs. out of
face surfacing, which lifts the track continuously to achieve a desired profile.
SURFACING, UNDER CUTTING (DRRY) - The process of restoring the track back to a desired profile
by removing ballast from under the ties and tamping.
SUPERELEVATION (DRTT) - The banking of track by raising or superimposing the outside rail above
the inside rail at a curve. The desired speed and curve degree or curve radius determine the amount of
superelevation.
SUPERELEVATION RUN OFF (DRTT) - The gradual and uniform transition from level track to
superelevation. (DRRY) Also referred to as run out or run in.
SWITCH - A track structure used to divert rolling stock from one track to another.
SWITCH, SPLIT - A switch consisting essentially of two movable point rails with the necessary fixtures.
SWITCH, SPRING - A switch in the operating mechanism of which is incorporated a spring device so
arranged as to automatically return the points to their original or normal position after they have been
thrown over by the flanges of trailing wheels passing along the other track from that for which the points
are set for facing movements.
SWITCH POINT, SWITCH RAIL or POINT RAIL (DRRY mod) - The tapered movable rail of a split
switch.
SWITCH POINT DERAIL - A derail consisting essentially of a split switch point with the necessary
fixtures.
SWITCH POINT HOUSING (DRTT) - A pocket or recess on the side of a stock rail that a switch point
fits up against.
SWITCH POINT SPREAD (DRRY) - The horizontal distance from the surface on the opposite side of
the gage surface at the toe of an open switch point to the gage surface at the toe of the closed switch point
measured at right angle to the center line of track.
Note: Unless otherwise specified, the switch point spread shall conform to the dimensions and tolerances
specified for the guard flare gage.
SWITCH THROW (DRRY mod) - The distance through which the points of switch rails are moved
sidewise, measured along the center line of the No. 1 switch rod or head rod.
SWITCH STAND - A device for the manual operation of switches, or of movable center points.
SWITCH STAND, SEMI AUTOMATIC (DRTT) - A switch stand with an internal mechanism that
allows rolling stock making trailing movements through a switch set in the improper position. The switch
stand mechanism completes the throw of the switch.
SWITCH STAND THROW (DRRY) - The sidewise distance that the switch stand imparts to the switch
rod or switch mechanism to which it is connected. The switch stand throw may be greater than the switch
throw in order to properly operate a switch mechanism interposed between the switch stand and the point
rails of a switch.
TAMP OR TAMPING (DRRY) - The action of compacting ballast particles under cross ties with the
object of filling ballast voids and increasing the stiffness of the track structure.
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TANGENT - Any straight portion of a railway alinement.
TAPER RAIL - Same as Compromise Rail.
TIE, CROSS (TTC) - The transverse member of the track structure to which the rails are spiked or
otherwise fastened to provide proper gage and to cushion, distribute, and transmit the stresses of traffic
through the ballast to the roadbed.
TIE, SWITCH (TTC) - The transverse member of the track structure which is longer than, but functions
as does the cross tie and in addition supports a crossover or turnout.
TIE PLATE - A plate interposed between a rail or other track structure and a tie.
TRACK - Ties, rails and fastenings with all parts in their proper relative positions.
TRACK BOLT (DRRY mod) - A bolt and a threaded nut designed to fasten together rails and joint bars
and other joint fastenings.
TURNOUT - An arrangement of a switch and a frog with closure rails, by means of which rolling stock
may be diverted from one track to another.
TURNOUT, EQUILATERAL (TTC) - A turnout in which the diversion due to the angle of the turnout is
divided equally between the two tracks.
TURNOUT, LATERAL (TTC) - A turnout in which the diversion due to the angle of the turnout is
entirely on one side of the track from which the turnout is made.
TURNOUT NUMBER (TTC) - The number corresponding to the frog number of the frog used in the
turnout.
WYE - A track with two connecting tracks, arranged like the letter "Y," by means of which rolling stock
may be turned.
References:
1. American Railway Engineering Association Portfolio of Track Drawings, circa 1940.
2. Tenth edition of The Track Cyclopedia, 1985.
3. Dictionary of Railway Track Terms, 2003.
4. Railway Engineering and Maintenance Cyclopedia, Third Edition, 1929
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Drawing DRTRK3 Table No. 1
TRACK AND WHEEL SET STANDARD DIMENSIONS, MAXIMUM LIMITS,
MINIMUM LIMITS, AND MINIMUM CLEARANCE ALLOWED BETWEEN
ASSOCIATED TRACK AND WHEEL SET LIMITS.
Revision 04-04-2019
Dimensions in Inches. See Drawing DRTRK3-A Figure A Notes.

Standard
Name

Standard
Dimension

Not More
Than Limit

Not Less
Than Limit

Clearance
Not Less Than

Inside Gage
of Flanges

7 1/8

7 1/8

7 1/16

See next line
below.

Guard Face
Gage

7

7 1/32

B

1/32

Wheel Check
Gage

Not
Specified

7 9/32

B

See next line
below.

Guard Check
Gage

7 5/16

C

7 9/32

0

Outside Gage
of Flanges

7 7/16

7 7/16

B

See next two
lines below.

Gage of
Guarded Track

7 5/8

C

B

3/32

Gage of
Unguarded Track

7 5/8

7 7/8

7 1/2
See Note 6

1/16

Flange
Width

5/32

3/16
See Note 5

3/32

See next line
below.

Flangeway
Width

5/16

3/8

1/4

1/16

Flange
Height

3/16

1/4

3/16

See next line
below.

Flangeway
Depth

11/32

A

9/32

1/32

Wheel Width

7/8

1

3/4

Self guarded frogs
not used at this time
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Drawing DRTRK3 Figure D

Additional notes for Figure D
1. Elevation view of cross section of guarded track included for clarity of gages.
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Drawing DRTRK3 Figure E

Additional notes for Figure E
1. Section A-A above illustrated on following Figures F, G, H and I.
2. Elevation view of cross section of guarded track included for clarity of gages.
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Drawing DRTRK3 Figures F and G

Additional notes for Figures F and G
1. Cast frogs may also be used with steel angle level or raised guard rails.
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Drawing DRTRK3 Figures H and I

Additional notes for Figures H and I
1. Fabricated steel channel frogs may also be used with tee rail guard rails.
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Image DRTRK3J, Worn wheel on worn 1 inch high aluminum rail, Notes.
Dimensions in inches.
1. Wheel material cast iron.
2. Width of wheel 0.785.
3. Wheel flange throat radius 0.109.
4. Flange height 0.237.
5. Width of rail head 0.495.
6. Gage side rail head corner radius 0.070.
7. Field side rail head corner radius 0.027.
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Image DRTRK3K, Worn wheel on worn on 12 pound steel rail, Notes.
Dimensions in inches.
1. Wheel material cast iron.
2. Width of wheel 0.785.
3. Wheel flange throat radius 0.109.
4. Flange height 0.237.
5. Width of rail head 1.000.
6. Gage side rail head corner radius 0.137.
7. Field side rail head corner radius 0.137.
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Notes for drawing DRTRK5
1. American Railway Engineering Association Plan No. 793-40 consists of a number of inset drawings
one of which is a replication of a drawing from the Manual of Standard and Recommended Practice of the
Association of American Railroads, Mechanical Division, Page B-42C-1940, circa 1940. The A. A. R.
drawing served as the basis for D. & R. RY. drawing DRTRK3, Figure A.
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Drawing DRTRK4-A

Notes for drawing DRTRK4-A
1. This drawing is an abridged version of drawing DRTRK4.
2. Photo of actual frog and crossing limit gage is below.
3. Actual limit gage fabricated from 1/4 inch plate cold rolled steel.
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Drawing DRTRK7
Standard Dimensions and Tolerances for Installation and Maintenance of 18 Inch Steel Angle
Guard Rails at Turnout Frogs.
Note: Provisions of this drawing shall supersede those of drawing DRTRK3 inconsistent therewith.
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Notes for drawing DRTRK7
Provisions of Drawing DRTRK7 shall supersede those of Drawing DRTRK3 inconsistent therewith.
1. Tolerance B is not specified as any dimension under standard consistent with other specified
dimensions and tolerances will give clearances.
2. Tolerance C is not specified as any dimension over standard consistent with other specified
dimensions and tolerances will give clearances.
3. The guard flare gage applies to all guard rail flares and to both wing rail flares.
4. Dimensions and tolerances shall apply to other shapes of approved guard rails.
5. See drawing DRTRK4-A for outline of frog and crossing limit gage.
6. See drawing DRTRK9 for preferred names of parts. (NOT PUBLISHED AT THIS TIME)
References
1. American Railway Engineering Association Plan No. 502-40, circa 1940.
2. Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Standard Plans for Maintenance of Way and Construction Drawing No.
4299, circa 1906 and Drawing No. 4722, circa 1907.
3. The Pennsylvania Railroad Specifications for Standard Track Drawing No. 71800-C, circa 1928 and
Drawing No. 71805-A, circa 1931.
4. Illinois Live Steamers 1 1/2 Inch Scale Standards, W. Gardner, Engineer, circa 1970.
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Standards for Design and Notation of Circular Curves and Spirals
One Eighth Scale Model Railway Circular Curve and Spiral Calculator, Image of Excel Workbook
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Standards for Design and Notation of Circular Curves and Spirals
Drawing DRTRK12 Figure A
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Standards for Design and Notation of Circular Curves and Spirals
Drawing DRTRK12 Figure B
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Formulas for Excel Curve Calculator and Related to Drawing DRTRK12 Figures A and B
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References for Excel Curve Calculator and Drawings DRTRK12 A and B
1. American Railway Engineering Association, Engineering Division, Association of American
Railroads, Manual of Recommended Practice, Complete to March 25, 1965, Chapter 5, Track, Part 3,
Curves, Spirals, Pages 5-3-1 through 5-3-4.1 inclusive and pages 5-3-9 through 5-3-12 inclusive.
2. Spiral Curve Calculator, Excel Workbook, Washington Council of County Surveyors, URL waccs.org, June 18, 2008.
3. C. Frank Allen, S.B., "Railroad, Curves and Earthwork," 1931.
4. William W. Hay, Mgt. E., M.S., "Railroad Engineering," Volume One, 1953.
5. William W. Hay, Mgt. E., M.S., Ph.D., "Railroad Engineering," Second Edition, 1982.
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Document DRTRK12-C (Revision 6-14-2013)
Comparison of Designations of Curvature
Railway curves in full scale practice in the United States are generally designated by degree of curvature
or degree of curve instead of by radius. This is a natural result of the use of surveying methods and
instruments that use deflection angles to locate the survey stations of a curve. In one-eighth model scale
practice curves are generally designated by radius. This due to the lineal measuring techniques typically
used to locate the survey stations of a curve. Due to the different designations of curvature the
relationship between curves in full scale practice and one-eighth model scale practice is not as easily
understood as the basic one-eighth scale dimensional relationship.
Figure 1 and Formula 1 illustrate the derivation of the designation of a curve by degree of curvature by
chord basis. The actual length of a curve may be greater than or less than the standard chord C and is of
no consequence in determining the degree of curvature.

D = 2 * arcsin ( C / 2 / R ) (Formula 1)
where:
D = Degree of curvature or degree of curve in decimal degrees based on the standard
chord length C.
C = Standard chord length in feet. (Taken as 100 for United States full scale practice.)
R = Radius of curve in feet.
An alternate method of designating degree of curvature is by arc basis, where a standard distance, similar
in purpose to C, is measured along the arc of the curve instead. Typical railway engineering practice in
the United States uses chord basis, therefore further references to any degree of curvature shall be
understood to mean chord basis and in the case of full scale practice it shall be understood to mean a
standard chord of 100 feet.
Figure 2 illustrates the principle of a surveying method that employs deflection angles to stake out the
survey stations on a curve. The variables C and D of Formula 1 also apply to Figure 2. The red dashed
lines illustrate the standard chord length C that determines the distance between survey stations on the
curve starting at the point of tangent to curve (T.C.). Angles A1 and A2 are deflection angles to respective
intermediate stations on the curve. Angle A3 is the deflection angle to the point of curve to tangent (C.T.)
and is generally referred to as the total deflection angle. T.C. being the vertex for each of angles A1, A2
and A3 and all measured from the dashed black line that is tangent to the curve and extends to the right of
T.C. and is a prolongation of the solid black line to the left of T.C. If the degree of curvature D is assumed
to be 16.0 degrees, then deflection angle A1 is 8.0 degrees, deflection angle A2 is 16.0 degrees and total
deflection angle A3 is 24.0 degrees.
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When a curve such as in Figure 2 is referred simply as a 16 degree curve, it is generally understood to
mean the degree of curvature. This should not be confused with the central angle of a curve from T.C. to
C.T. the vertex being the center of the curve. Unlike Figure 2, in actual practice the circumstances that
dictate the required length of a curve from T.C. to C.T. generally does not result in a multiple number of
exact standard chord lengths C. In such a case the first chord after T.C. or the last chord before C.T. or
both will be sub chords of a length less than the standard chord C. An explanation of sub chords is beyond
the scope of this article.
Table No. 1 was prepared using Formula 2 and the variables described in Formula 1.
R = ( C / 2 ) / sin ( D / 2 ) (Formula 2)
For full scale practice the standard chord length of 100 feet was used for C. For direct comparison
purposes between full scale practice and one-eighth model scale practice a standard chord length of oneeighth that of full scale practice was used, therefore C being 12.5 feet. Although the use of a standard
chord length of 12.5 feet provides for direct comparison, the use of a standard chord length of 10 feet for
C in one-eight model scale practice provides for simplification when staking out curves using deflection
angles.
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Document DRTRK12-C Table No. 1 Revision 10-03-2010
|

One-Eighth Model Scale Practice Curvature

|

Full Scale Practice Curvature

Curve
Radius
Feet

Degree of Curve
10.0 Foot
Chord Basis
for
Construction

Degree of Curve
12.5 Foot
Chord Basis
for
Comparison

Degree of Curve
100 Foot
Chord Basis

Curve
Radius
Feet

716.21

0.80

1.0

1.0

5729.65

358.12

1.60

2.0

2.0

2864.93

238.76

2.40

3.0

3.0

1910.08

179.09

3.20

4.0

4.0

1432.69

143.28

4.00

5.0

5.0

1146.28

119.42

4.80

6.0

6.0

955.37

102.38

5.60

7.0

7.0

819.02

89.60

6.40

8.0

8.0

716.78

79.66

7.20

9.0

9.0

637.27

71.71

8.00

10.0

10.0

573.69

65.21

8.79

11.0

11.0

521.67

59.79

9.59

12.0

12.0

478.34

55.21

10.39

13.0

13.0

441.68

51.28

11.19

14.0

14.0

410.28

47.88

11.99

15.0

15.0

383.06

44.91

12.78

16.0

16.0

359.26

|

The Deerfield and Roundabout Railway was originally constructed to provide a maximum main line
degree of curvature of 9.56 degrees (12.5 foot chord basis) or minimum radius of 75.0 feet. Latter
realignment projects have resulted in the construction of one main line curve having a degree of curvature
of 11.32 degrees (12.5 foot chord basis) or 63.4 foot radius.
For comparison purposes Horseshoe Curve west of Altoona Pennsylvania on the former Pennsylvania
Railroad main line provides an interesting example for study. Data published in a 1995 Conrail track chart
(excerpt shown below), the owner of Horseshoe Curve at that time, illustrates the horizontal alinement
(tangents and curves) of one of the tracks of the existing three tracks of Horseshoe Curve. The horizontal
alinement line on the track chart indicates tangent track by a horizontal line. A curve to the left when
proceeding in the direction of increasing mile posts (westward) is indicated by an upward arc in the
horizontal alinement line. A curve to the right when proceeding in the direction of increasing mile posts
(westward) is indicated by an downward arc in the horizontal alinement line. The degree of curvature of
curves indicated on the horizontal alinement line are then noted above in degrees, minutes notation. Mile
post locations are indicated by the numbers inside the diamond icons.
Horseshoe curve consists of two adjoining curves one having a degree of curvature of 9.00 degrees (9
degrees 0 minutes) and the other having a degree of curvature of 9.42 degrees (9 degrees 25 minutes).
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< WESTWARD

Track Chart

EASTWARD >

The aerial image below of Horseshoe Curve is from the United States Geological Survey, date unknown.
The track on the upper right side of the image leads to Altoona, eastward. The point on this track at the
edge of the image is approximately mile post 241.30. The track on the lower right side of the image leads
to Gallitzin, westward. The point on this track at the edge of the image is approximately mile post 243.00.
The white line that appears to run under Horseshoe Curve is the PUBLIC RD at mile post 242.04 that
does in fact run through a highway tunnel under Horseshoe Curve.
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References
1. C. Frank Allen, S.B., "Railroad, Curves and Earthwork," 1931.
2. William W. Hay, Mgt. E., M.S., "Railroad Engineering," Volume One, 1953.
3. John Clayton Tracy, Ph B., C.E., "Surveying Theory and Practice," 1948.
4. Manual of the American Railway Engineering Association, edition of 1921.
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Standards for Design and Notation of Vertical Curves.
One Eighth Scale Model Railway Vertical Parabolic Curve Calculator, Image of Excel Workbook.

Drawing DRTRK14 Figure A
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Drawing DRTRK15

References
1. American Railway Engineering Association, Engineering Division, Association of American
Railroads, Manual of Recommended Practice, Complete to March 25, 1965, Chapter 5, Track, Part 3,
Vertical Curves, Page 5-3-13.
2. C. Frank Allen, S.B., "Railroad, Curves and Earthwork," 1931.
3. William W. Hay, Mgt. E., M.S., Ph.D., "Railroad Engineering," Second Edition, 1982.
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Drawing DRTRK24
Ballast Sections for 12 Pound Steel Rail Track

Notes for drawing DRTRK24
1. Depth of ballast under tie not less than one inch and subject to increase to provide for proper surface
of track.
2. Where permitted by conditions, approved 3 foot wide vegetation barrier material to be installed on top
of earth roadbed and centered under track before placement of ballast.
3. Unless specified otherwise, distance between center lines (C/L's) of parallel tracks not less than 4 feet.
4. Unless specified otherwise, ballast shall be Course Aggregate No. 7 Gradation (CA 7) also known as
"three quarter clear" crushed stone with minimal fines entrained.
References
1. American Railway Engineering Association, Engineering Division, Association of American
Railroads, Manual of Recommended Practice, Complete to March 25, 1965, Chapter 1, Roadway and
Ballast, Part 2, Ballast, Ballast Sections for Single and Multiple Track on Tangent and Curves,
Page 1-2-8.
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Drawing DRTRK25
Ballast Sections for One Inch High Aluminum Rail Track

Notes for drawing DRTRK25
1. Depth of ballast under tie not less than one inch and subject to increase to provide for proper surface
of track.
2. Where permitted by conditions, approved 3 foot wide vegetation barrier material to be installed on top
of earth roadbed and centered under track before placement of ballast.
3. Unless specified otherwise, distance between center lines (C/L's) of parallel tracks not less than 4 feet.
4. Unless specified otherwise, ballast shall be Course Aggregate No. 7 Gradation (CA 7) also known as
"three quarter clear" crushed stone with minimal fines entrained.
5. When placing ballast on top of ends of switch or crossing ties extra precautions must be taken to keep
ballast clear of flangeways, switch rails, movable point rails, operating rods or other movable parts or
mechanisms.
References
1. American Railway Engineering Association, Engineering Division, Association of American
Railroads, Manual of Recommended Practice, Complete to March 25, 1965, Chapter 1, Roadway and
Ballast, Part 2, Ballast, Ballast Sections for Single and Multiple Track on Tangent and Curves,
Page 1-2-8.
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Drawing DRTRK30
Data for Ties for 12 Pound Steel Rail Track

Notes for drawing DRTRK30
1. Rectangular steel washers for use with screw spikes shall have nominal dimensions of 1 inch by 2
inch by 1/4 inch thick with 7/16 inch diameter center hole.
2. Unless specified otherwise, rectangular steel washers shall be positioned with 1 inch side of washer
toward base of rail.
3. At splice bar locations rectangular steel washers shall be positioned with 2 inch side of washer
toward splice bar.
4. Dimensions and details illustrated apply to all holes and are relative to type of spike used.
5. Preferred procedure shall be to use all cut spikes or all screw spikes per tie.
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6. Tie shall be securely nipped and track gagging tool securely applied to rails near tie when drilling
holes or driving cut spikes or screw spikes.
7. Cut spikes or screw spikes shall be driven plumb +/- 5 degrees all directions.
8. Bent over cut spikes shall not be permitted.
9. Torque shall be limited when driving screw spikes to avoid stripping tie threads.
10. Side of tie facing base of rails shall be selected to avoid tendency of splitting grain of tie when
driving cut spikes or screw spikes.
11. Before the second rail is spiked to a tie, the rails shall be curved or straightened as may be necessary
to provide for the rails when unrestrained to lay naturally not more nor less than that 1/4 inch beyond the
intended gage of track.
12. When spiking the first rail to a tie the gage side spike shall be started and driven to one-half its
length, then the field side spike shall be started and driven fully, then the gage side spike shall be driven
fully.
13. When spiking the second rail to a tie and the rails when unrestrained lay naturally more than the
intended gage of track the field side spike shall be started and driven to one-half its length, then the gage
side spike shall be started and driven to one-half its length, then the field side spike shall be driven fully,
then the gage side spike shall be driven fully.
14. When spiking the second rail to a tie and the rails when unrestrained lay naturally less than the
intended gage of track the gage side spike shall be started and driven to one-half its length, then the field
side spike shall be started and driven to one-half its length, then the gage side spike shall be driven fully,
then the field side spike shall be driven fully.
15. Ties shall be produced from approved nominal 4 by 4 treated lumber by cross cutting 8 foot long
lumber into 6 ties each having a nominal length of 15 and 7/8 inches.
16. Unless specified otherwise, ties shall be set perpendicular to center line (C/L) of track.
17. Unless specified otherwise, tie spacing shall be 24 inches +/- 1 inch C/L to C/L.
18. Approximately 330 ties per scale mile.
19. When ties are replaced in existing track, operations shall not be permitted that disturb the surface or
alinement of the track. Extra precautions must be taken to avoid lifting track out of the ballast.
References
1. William W. Hay, Mgt. E., M.S., Ph.D., "Railroad Engineering," Second Edition, 1982.
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Drawing DRTRK31

Notes for drawing DRTRK31
1. Dimensions and details illustrated apply to all screw spike locations.
2. Screw spikes shall be driven with minor diameter of screw spike thread contacting edge of base or
rail.
3. Tie shall be securely nipped and track gagging tool securely applied to rails near tie when driving
screw spikes.
4. Screw spikes shall be driven plumb +/- 5 degrees all directions.
5. Spike holes for No. 8 by 1 and 5/8 inch screw spikes are not required.
6. Torque shall be limited when driving screw spikes to avoid stripping tie threads.
7. Side of tie facing base of rails shall be selected to avoid tendency of splitting grain of tie when
driving screw spikes.
8. Ties shall be produced from approved nominal 2 by 4 treated lumber by cross cutting 8 foot long
lumber into 7 pieces having a nominal length of 13 and 5/8 inches, then rip cut down center of pieces to
produce nominal 2 by 2 ties.
9. Unless specified otherwise, ties shall be set perpendicular to center line (C/L) of track.
10. Unless specified otherwise, tie spacing shall be 4 inches +/- 1/2 inch C/L to C/L.
11. Approximately 1980 ties per scale mile.
12. When ties are replaced in existing track, operations shall not be permitted that disturb the surface or
alinement of the track. Extra precautions must be taken to avoid lifting track out of the ballast.
References
1. William W. Hay, Mgt. E., M.S., Ph.D., "Railroad Engineering," Second Edition, 1982.
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Drawing DRTRK32

Notes for drawing DRTRK32
1. Tamping shall be permitted only in the "X" marked zones.
2. Tamping shall not be permitted in the zone between the dashed lines.
3. Tamping tools shall be used in a generally vertical position only.
4. Use of tamping tools in a horizontal position to tamp ends of ties shall not be permitted.
5. Use of shovels shall not be permitted for finish tamping.
6. Other similar shapes of tamping tools may be used.
7. Under circumstances where the load bearing properties of the roadbed are reduced due to the presents
of excess moisture, extra precautions must be taken to avoid tamping ballast into the roadbed.
8. Ballast shall be tamped to a tight bearing against the bottom of the ties, but shall not disturb the track
surface.
References
1. William W. Hay, Mgt. E., M.S., "Railroad Engineering," Volume One, 1953, Page 319,
Figure 22-9.
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Document DRTRK33
Standards for Level Condition of Tangent and Other Track and Elevation of Curved Track.
Maximum Speed Permitted on Curved Track.
Maximum Speed Permitted on Diverging Route of Turnouts.
1. The deviation from level condition (also referred to as zero crosslevel) at any point on tangent track or
tracks of a turnout or crossing shall not be more than 3/16 inch.
2. The standard elevation of the outside rail above the inside rail of curved track (also referred to as
elevation or superelevation) shall be 3/16 inch.
3. The elevation of the outside rail above the inside rail of curved track may vary from standard after
being placed in service, but shall be restored to standard elevation when the elevation becomes less than
1/16 inch or more than 5/16 inch.
4. Where a spiral is used between tangent track and curved track, the change from level condition on the
tangent track to the specified elevation of the outside rail above the inside rail on the curved track shall be
at a uniform rate for the length of the spiral.
5. Where a spiral is not used between tangent track and curved track, the change from level condition on
the tangent track to the specified elevation of the outside rail above the inside rail on the curved track
shall be uniformly increased (also referred to as run off) on the tangent track starting at a point not more
than 10 feet and not less than 5 feet before the point of tangent to circular curve (T.C.).
6. Where a spiral is not used between curved track and tangent track, the change from the elevation of
the outside rail above the inside rail on the curved track to level condition on the tangent track shall be
uniformly decreased (also referred to as run off) on the tangent track ending at a point not more than 10
feet and not less than 5 feet after the point of circular curve to tangent (C.T.).
7. Other D. & R. Ry. drawings or standards may, with specific instructions, supersede provisions of
Paragraphs 1 through 6 inclusive above.
8. Unless directed otherwise the maximum speed permitted on curved track shall be as designated in
Table No. 1.
9. Unless directed otherwise the maximum speed permitted on the diverging route of a turnout shall be
as designated in Table No. 2.
Document DRTRK33 Table No. 1
Maximum Speed Permitted on Curved Track
1 Actual MPH Equals 8 Scale MPH

Curve Track at
Zero Cross Level
Maximum Speed in
Actual MPH

Curve Track at
0.188 Inch Superelevation
Maximum Speed in
Actual MPH

40 to less than 50

1.9

4.2

50 to less than 60

2.2

4.7

60 to less than 70

2.4

5.2

70 to less than 80

2.6

5.6

80 to less than 90

2.7

6.0

90 to less than 100

2.9

6.3

100 and greater than 100

3.1

6.7

Curve Radius in Feet
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Document DRTRK33 Table No. 2
Maximum Speed Permitted on Diverging Route of Turnouts
1 Actual MPH Equals 8 Scale MPH

Straight Split Switch
Turnout No.

Lateral Turnout
Maximum Speed on
Diverging
Route in Actual MPH

Equilateral Turnout
Maximum Speed in
Actual MPH

6

Not Installed

2.4

7

1.9

3.1

8

2.4

3.1

9

2.6

3.1

10

2.9

3.1

References
1. Federal Railroad Administration, Department of Transportation, Part 213, Track Safety Standards,
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 49, Volume 4, Revised as of October 1, 2008.
2. See also LFLSRM Fundamentals of Railway Curve Super Elevation.
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Drawing DRTRK34
Data for Rail Joints

Notes for drawing DRTRK34 (Revision 04-26-2009)
1. A rail joint shall fulfill the following general requirements:
a. It shall so connect the rails that they will act as a continuous girder with uniform surface and
alinement.
b. Its resistance to deflection shall approach, as nearly as practicable, that of the rail to which it is
to be applied.
c. It shall prevent vertical or lateral movement of the ends of rails relative to each other, and unless
specified otherwise, it shall permit longitudinal movement necessary for expansion and
contraction.
2. The following shall apply to all rail joints:
a. Unless otherwise specified or required by conditions, joints on opposite rails shall be staggered
for a distance of not less than 1 and 1/2 feet.
b. Unless otherwise specified or required by conditions, a tie shall be located centered
longitudinally under the ends of joined rails.
c. All burs, metal splatter or metal flow resulting from rail cutting, drilling or alinement operations
shall be removed to insure splice bars bear properly against rails.
d. No portion of the end of a rail shall extend beyond the head of the rail at the running surface and
the end surface of the head of a rail shall be perpendicular to the gage surface.
e. Splice bars before application shall not be bent from straight line condition in any direction.
Tightening of track bolts to straighten splice bars shall not be permitted.
f. Gage surfaces at ends of joined rails shall not vary laterally more than 1/64 inch.
g. Running surfaces at ends of joined rails shall not vary in elevation more than 1/32 inch.
h. Unless otherwise required by conditions, the track bolt nearest station zero and on the timetable
direction north rail shall be installed with the head on the gage side of the rail.
i. Unless otherwise required by conditions, the track bolt nearest station zero and on the timetable
direction south rail shall be installed with the head on the field side of the rail.
j. Additional track bolts shall be installed so heads alternate between gage side and field side of
rails.
k. Track bolt nuts shall be tightened by hand only to provide a snug fit of the splice bars to the
rails. Excessive torque shall be avoided in order to prevent stripping threads.
3. The following shall apply only to 1 inch high aluminum rail joints:
a. Track bolts shall be stainless steel 5-40 unified national course (UNC) thread either 5/8 inch
or 3/4 inch length under head.
b. Track bolts shall be either round head slotted or fillister head slotted.
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c. Track bolt nuts shall be stainless steel 5-40 UNC thread elastic stop nut type.
d. Four D&RRY standard 1/2 inch high stainless steel splice bars with 4 punched oval holes shall
bemused for each rail joint placing two splice bars on the field side and two splices bars on the
gage side of the rails.
e. When out in the field and holes must be drilled in rails to accept track bolts the following
procedures shall be used:
1. One D&RRY standard 1/2 inch high stainless steel splice bar with 4 punched oval holes
shall be clamped on the web of the rail(s) and used as a drilling jig.
2. The position of the splice bar used as a drilling jig shall be selected to place the newly
drilled holes in a similar location to holes that are normally punched or drilled in the rails.
3. Under circumstances where a rail has existing holes, either circular or oval, they may be
used for track bolts and to determine the position of the splice bar used as a drilling jig,
unless a newly drilled hole will be less than 3/16 inch from the end of the rail.
4. Holes shall be drilled parallel to the base of the rail and perpendicular to the gage surface.
5. Jobber or aircraft length 1/8 inch diameter twist drills shall be used to drill holes in the rail.
6. Drilled holes shall be started within the oval holes of the splice bar used as a drilling jig to
provide for expected expansion or contraction of the rails. Holes shall not be located that
prevent the movement of track bolts in the oval holes of the splice bars.
4. The following shall apply only to 12 pound steel rail joints:
a. Track bolts shall be steel 1/2-13 UNC thread either 1 and 3/4 inch or 2 inch length under head.
b. Track bolts shall be either oval neck, elliptic neck or hexagonal head cap type.
c. Track bolt nuts shall be steel 1/2-13 UNC thread either square or hexagonal shape.
d. Two D&RRY standard 12 pound steel rail steel splice bars shall be use for each rail joint placing
one splice bar on the field side and one splice bar on the gage side of the rails.
e. Splice bars having beveled top and bottom surfaces shall be oriented so angles of the splice bar
conform to the angles of the base and under the head of the rail.
f. A steel 1/2 inch inside diameter spring washer (split lock washer) shall be placed between the
splice bar and each track bolt nut.
g. When out in the field and holes must be drilled in rails to accept track bolts the following
procedures shall be used:
1. One D&RRY standard 12 pound steel rail steel splice bar with 4 oval or round holes shall
be clamped on the web of the rail(s) and used as a drilling jig.
2. The position of the splice bar used as a drilling jig shall be selected to place the newly
drilled holes in a similar location to holes that are normally punched in the rails.
3. Under circumstances where a rail has existing holes, they may be used for track bolts and to
determine the position of the splice bar used as a drilling jig, unless a newly drilled hole will
be less than 1 inch from the end of the rail.
4. Holes shall be drilled parallel to the base of the rail and perpendicular to the gage surface.
5. A twist drill having a diameter the same as the minor dimension of the holes in the splice
bar used as a drilling jig shall be used to drill initial holes in the rail.
6. The splice bar used as a drilling jig shall be removed and a 5/8 inch diameter twist drill shall
be used to enlarge the previously drilled holes.
References
1. American Railway Engineering Association, Engineering Division, Association of American
Railroads, Manual of Recommended Practice, Complete to March 25, 1965, Chapter 4, Rail,
Miscellaneous Part, General Requirements of a Rail Joint, Page 4-M-1.
2. American Railway Engineering Association, Engineering Division, Association of American
Railroads, Manual of Recommended Practice, Complete to March 25, 1965, Chapter 5, Track
Maintenance, Pages 5-5-2 and 5-5-4.
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Drawing DRTRK35
Data for Production of Four Hole Splice Bars

Notes for drawing DRTRK35 (Revision 11-21-2015)
1. Unless specified otherwise, splice bars shall be produced from materials and to dimensions designated
in Table No. 1.
2. The four holes of a splice bar shall be the same style.
3. Oval holes having dimensions G and H shall be specified when procuring splices bars from vendors.
4. Round holes having dimension K may be used when splice bars are produced by D&RRY.
5. Variation from true center line references shall be not more than 0.063 inch for splice bars for 12
pound steel rail and not more than 0.016 inch for splice bars for one inch high aluminum rail.
Drawing DRTRK35 Table No. 1 Dimensions in inches.

DIMENSION

SPLICE BAR FOR
12 POUND
STEEL RAIL

SPLICE BAR FOR
ONE INCH HIGH
ALUMINUM RAIL

A

16.000 +/- 0.188

3.250 +/- 0.032

B

1.188 +/- 0.032

0.500 +0.020 - 0.010

Bar thickness
C

NOTES

0.063 +0.075 -0.010

Bar thickness
D

0.313 +0.075 -0.016

Bar tapers
D

13 Degrees
+/- 0.250 Degree

E

4.000 +/- 0.032

1.000 +/- 0.032

F

4.125 +/- 0.032

0.625 +/- 0.032

G

0.563 +0.032 -0.016

0.125 +0.016 -0.010

H

0.750 +0.032 -0.016

Not used.

J

Not used.

0.250 +/- 0.010

K

0.625 Diameter

Not used.

Bar material.

Hot rolled steel.

Stainless steel.

Slot end radius nominal 0.063
Produced using typical twist drill.

References
1. H. K. Porter Company, Incorporated, Connors Steel Division, "West Virginia" Rail and Trackwork
Manual, 1958.
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Drawing DRTRK36
Data for Rail Sections and Joint Drilling

Notes for drawing DRTRK36
1. Except as provided for by drawing DRTRK34, Notes 3(e) and 4(g), rail drilling for splice bars shall
conform to dimensions designated in Table No. 1.
2. Holes shall be produced using typical two flute twist drills.
Drawing DRTRK36 Table No. 1 Dimensions in inches.

DIMENSION

DATA FOR
12 POUND
STEEL RAIL

DATA FOR
ONE INCH HIGH
ALUMINUM RAIL

A

1.000 +/- 0.032

0.500 +/- 0.016

B

2.000 +/- 0.032

1.000 +/- 0.016

C

2.000 +/- 0.032

0.875 +0.125 -0.016

D

0.891 +/-0.016

0.418 +/-0.016

E

2.000 +/- 0.016

0.250 +/- 0.016

F

4.000 +/- 0.016

1.000 +/- 0.016

Hole diameter

0.625 +0.125 -0.000

0.125 +0.032 -0.000

Weight per yard

12 pounds

1 and 1/8 pounds

NOTES

Center line of hole above base.

References
1. H. K. Porter Company, Incorporated, Connors Steel Division, "West Virginia" Rail and Trackwork
Manual, 1958.
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Document DRTRK37
Allowance For Expansion When Laying Rails.
1. When laying rails their temperature shall be taken by applying a thermometer to the rail base on the
side away from the sun, and taken periodically during the day as the temperature of the rail can change
decidedly from early morning hours to the later afternoon hours, in winter as well as in summer time
laying.
2. To allow for expansion when laying rails, the distance between the ends of rails shall be as designated
in Table No. 1.
3. If necessary a shim of appropriate thickness shall be used between ends of rails to ensure that the
distance specified in Table No. 1 is not altered by track construction or maintenance operations. Shims
must remain in joints until it has been ascertained that continuing track construction or maintenance
operations will not alter the distance between ends of rails.
Document DRTRK37 Table No. 1

Aluminum Rails
Not more than 20 feet long.

Steel Rails
Not more than 30 feet long.

Distance between
ends of rails.

Temperature of Rail, Deg. F.

Temperature of Rail, Deg. F.

5/16 inch

Below 20

Below -6

1/4 inch

20 to 40

-6 to 20

3/16 inch

41 to 60

21 to 47

1/8 inch

61 to 80

48 to 74

1/16 inch

81 to 100

75 to 100

None

Over 100

Over 100

Document DRTRK37 Table No. 1 Revision 04-26-2009

References
1. American Railway Engineering Association, Engineering Division, Association of American
Railroads, Manual of Recommended Practice, Complete to March 25, 1965, Chapter 5, Track
Maintenance, Page 5-5-4.
2. Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company, Rules of the Engineering Department, Effective
June 1, 1967, Page 127, Rule 1496.
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Drawing DRTRK28
Clearance Diagram for Structures and Devices.

References
1. Norfolk and Western Railway Standard Clearances Plan L-231, 08-03-1929.
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Drawing DRTRK29
Clearance Diagram for Rail Equipment.

References
1. Norfolk and Western Railway Standard Clearances Plan L-231, 08-03-1929.
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Drawing DRTRK29B
Derivation and Application of 30 Inch Clearance Point at Turnouts.
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